I. Introduction
One of the most often-raised problems in the study of the history of modern geography in Japan is the original sources of works on geo graphy published in Japan, i.e., what foreign works the authors relied on in writing and study in the field. For books published in the Showa period (1926-) , it is possible to learn what sources the author used by asking him or the other members of the study group to which he belongs. For books published in the Meiji period, however, matters are different; if no mention of original texts or source materials was made in either prefaces or texts, it re mains a matter of conjecture whether such -and-such a book was based on, or an outright translation of, a Western work on geography. Historical study of these works stops there, without further inquiry into their roots. This situation prompted me to adopt the bibliographical approach in examining how the work of the British geographer was intro duced in Japan through several Japanese publications in the field prior to the establish * Department of Social Welfare, Shukutoku College, Chiba 280, Japan. went of geography as an academic discipline.1) In this way I have sought to offer some basic insights into the influence of British geo graphical thought in Japan. II. MEIKLEJOHN and SHIGA'S Chirigaku kogi In the study of SHICA Shigetaka's geographi cal thought, one of his most important works is Chirigaku kogi (Lectures on geography), 1889 (Figure 1 ), which was written to acquaint Japanese with western geographical ideas. I have published an introductory study of this work (MINAMOTO, 1984) elsewhere; here I will only touch on it briefly in connection with the theme of this essay. A brief outline of the bibliographical data concerning Chirigaku kogi, for reference in this study, is as follows: pp.) Enl. 11th ed. (Nov. 20, 1901. 154 pp.) Rev, and enl.14th ed. (Apr. 20,1907. 187 pp.) (* Copies not located. Publication dates cited from colophon of the fifth edition.) Three years after its initial publication in 1889, 5,000 copies had been printed;2) this work was one of SHICA's three best sellers, the other two being Nan'yo jiji (Affairs of the southern seas) (1887) and Nihon fukeiron (Japanese land scapes) (1894). The second, third, and fourth editions could not be located for immediate examination, so I made a comparative study of the first and fifth editions. As shown by the increase in length, by about thirty pages, the fifth edition was enlarged in content. It included a new section: Chirigaku no kenkyu ni hissu naru sono to no yoken (Other conditions necessary for the study of geography) (SHICA, 1892. pp. 92-112 In the section following that quoted above, SHIGA gives examples Of MEIKLEJOHN'S Com parative method followed by examples of his own application of the method to geographical phenomena in Japan. As will be shown in Part IV below, these examples represent a significant aspect of SHIGA'S study of geogra phy. Intrigued by this mention of "Meikuru jon" and his book, and by their apparently profound influence on SHIGA'S geography, I undertook some investigation, discovering that the British geographer mentioned was John Miller Dow MEIKLEJOHN and the original book, A new geography on the comparative method with maps and diagrams ( Figure 3) . As it happens, the first edition of this work and that of SHIGA'S Chirigaku kogi appeared in the same year, 1889. Within three years of the publica tion Of MEIKLEJOHN'S book, SHIGA translated part of it and introduced the comparative method in the revised edition of his own work.
III.
A New Geography
Before explaining how MEIKLEJOHN's A new geography was introduced to Japan, let me give a brief outline of who MEIKLEJOHN was and what the book was about. It is probably safe to say that no study has thus far been done in the field of research on the history of Japanese geography dealing with this British geography and his works. Referring to the Dictionary of national biography (hereafter refereed to as DNB; LEE, 1912), we find that he is described as a "writer of school books," and active not only in geography but many other fields. Part of the DNB entry reads as follows:
In 1876 Dr. BELL'S trustees instituted a chair of the theory, history, and practice of education in St. Andrews University, and MEIKLEJOHN was appointed as the first pro fessor. In his new capacity MEIKLEJOHN from the outset exerted much influence on educa tional ideas at a time when the national system of education was undergoing com plete reconstruction. (LEE, 1912, p. 601 (LEE, 1912, p. 601) . James CORNWELL (1812-1902) was a well-known "writer of school books," who published a large number of textbooks in several fields including geo graphy, grammar, and arithmetic. His School geography (1st ed., 1847) was a very popular work, which ran into ninety editions. In an attempt to corroborate the relation between CORNWELL and MEIKLEJOHN as described in the DNB, I read School geography (32nd ed., 1862). I searched for a concept similar to the comparative method that characterized the MEIKLEJOHN geography, but to no avail. My study of this and other details that might confirm a relation between CORNWELL and MEIKLEJOHN in this and other works is still going on, and I will report on my finding when it becomes complete. As we can see, the publication of this book continued for about forty years. With the 27th edition (1902), a total of 150,000 copies had been printed (NIEIKLEJOHN, 1902, title page) . The contents of the book, as listed in the third edition, are as follows (subhead ings omitted): Tables   -The  British  Empire: its Colonies,
Letters and
Imports and
Iron, Production,
Distances of Great Cities
As the list shows, in the Introduction MEIKLE JOHN divided geography into four divisions: astronomical geography, mathematical geo graphy, physical geography, and political geography. He devoted 467 pages of text to discussion of Europe, Asia, Africa, and the New World (North America, South America, and Oceania), in that order, making the book a textbook on world regional geography. Focussing on the special features of each region-continents or countries-the book is an example of "static regional geography." In order to provide an understanding of regional characteristics, the author first described the natural and human/social elements of each continent. He also discussed in detail the natural elements of each country, such as location, configuration, minerals, climate, dis tribution and ecology of flora and fauna, fol lowed when necessary by a selective discussion of human and social elements including in habitants, population, industry, transporta tion, social conditions and religion. The book also touched on the commercial geography of each country and continent (MEIKLEJOHN, 1890; preface, p. vi) , with the sixteenth edi tion (1896), a separate chapter on commercial geography (about 70 pages) was added, and the words "and an outline of commercial geo graphy,"8) were added to the book title. The text included many maps and tables, which, along with the statistical data at the end of the book, must have been very useful to students of geography. The chapter on map-drawing contained good advice for students. It ap peared to this author that the inclusion of the various conveniences for the study of geography were part of the author's attempt to break away from the existing approach of merely listing geographical phenomena. Now let us look at the "comparative method"
MEIKLEJOHN advocated.
He states:
The Comparative Method has been employed throughout; and the unknown constantly referred to and compared with that which is known. The memory has been assisted, wherever it was possible, by grouping, by connection, and by association; and I have done what I could to inform the subject through and through with thinking. (MEIKLEJOHN, 1890, pref. v.) Let But my strongest hope is that the study, or even the mere reading of this book will made Geography a favourite study, and induce students to pursue the subject after they leave school, while it will enable them to survey with interest and to interpret with exactness the phenomena of politics and commerce, of history and travel...The book contains all that is necessary for the (MEIKLEJOHN, 1890, pref, vi) . A second group is made up of candidates for "public examinations" conducted in Britain in the latter half of the nineteenth century, as indicated not only by the preface ("and also for Candidates for the Oxford and Cambridge Local Examinations" [pref, vi] ),9 but also by a letter from a reader quoted on the fourth page of the advertisements at the end of the 1890 edition, which reads, "Your Geography is excellent and I shall certainly recommend it to Civil Service Candidates"10) A third group was school teachers, as suggested by the words, "It appears to me to be admirably suited for teachers and scholars...-James OGILVIE, Esq., M. A., Principal, The Church of Scotland Training College, Aberdeen," given on the same advertisement page. We may conclude that the book enjoyed a wide reader ship for many years.
Examinations of Pupil Teachers and Students in Training Colleges
IV. A New Geography in Japan 1.
SHIGA Shigetaka SHIGA was among the geographers who in troduced MEIKLEJOHN's comparative method for the first time in Japan. In this Chirigakn kogi (following discussion refers to SHIGA, 1892, rev. 5th ed.), he includes, as an example of MEIKLEJOHN's comparative method, a word -for-word translation, including a number of mistranslation, of "Asia and Europe: A Com parison" and "Asia and Europe: A Contrast," two section from A new geography (see pp. 219-220 of MEIKLEJOHN, 1892, and pp. 93-95 of SHIGA, 1892).
The translation was followed by an applica tion of the comparative method to geographical phenomena in Japan: "A Comparison of the Sea of Japan Coast and the Pacific Coast"11) (pp. 95-98) and "Advantages and Disadvan tages of Rivers in Japan" (pp. 98-99). The former section represents an important writing in SHIGA's geography. It was latter cited (with revisions) in several other of his works, showing he found MEIKLEJOHN's comparative method an effective tool in approaching the study of geography. SHIGA thus introduced and disseminated MEIKLEJOHN's comparative method through his writings in Japanese among specialists in geography, interested amateurs, and students who then began to apply the method them selves. In this way SHIGA exercised the method fully in expressing his ideas on geo graphy for the Japanese readership at a time when geography as an academic field of study had not yet to be established.
YAMAKAMI Manjiro and HAMADA Shunzaburo
Quite by accident, I learned that YAMAKAMI Manjiro12) and HAMADA Shunzaburo , too, played an important role in introducing MEIKLEJOHN's A new geography to Japanese readers . In MAKIGUCHI Tsunesaburo's Jinsei chirigaku 5 (The geography of human life, Vol. 5; 1980, Seikyo Bunko), which I shall discuss later , I came across the passage [translated here]: "Around the time , YAMAKAMI Manjiro and HAMADA Shunzaburo published Bankoku chin (World geography), which was a summary of the famous MEIKLEJOHN comparative geo graphy..." (MAKIGUCHI, 1980, p. 258) . Anxious to corroborate this, I examined the advertise ment pages following the colophon of several of YAMAKAMI's books, and found there was a book called Shisen bankoku chiri (A new world geography), 1893, "edited" by YAMAKAMI and HAMADA (Figure 4 ). I got this book (its title page says the book is "jointly written"-not jointly translated-by YAMAKAMI and HAMADA). Upon examining it, I found no mention in its preface or in the text to suggest that it was based on MEIKLEJOHN's work. Nevertheless , it was obviously a translation of selected portions from A new geography. The work referred to by MAKIGUCHI was clearly this one .
Later, in Shinsen Nikon chiri (A new Japa Oceania in General separate countries (YAMAKAMI and HAMADA, 1893b) As the table of contents shows, the book was basically a translation of MEIKLEJOHN's A new geography , although the order of treatment was changed, in deference to Japanese readers, to begin with Asia, followed by Europe, Africa, North and South America, in that order.14) Shinsen bankoku chin omitted the introduction, tables, and the section on map-drawing in the original. Most of the supplementary materials concerned Britain and were of little direct importance to the Japanese situation, but rather than adapting them for the Japanese edition, the translators simply cut them out. Thus the book is a translation of only the portions dealing with regional geography (albeit with some mistranslation and incorrect fi gures). A close examination of the book shows that the order of introducing each country and method of subdividing them were similar to MEIKLEJOHN's book, except for some parts of Asia (for example, the section on the Malay or East Indian Archipelago was not translated). Most of the "Notes" appended to the text on regional geography were omitted, indicating that YAMAKAMI and HAMADA were indifferent to one of the main purposes of the original book. MEIKLEJOHN had written: "I have tried to sketch the outline (the large print) in a few clear and firm strokes, while the learner may select for himself those facts given in the notes which may appear to him most interesting" (MEIKLEJOHN, 1890, pref. vi). The portions of MEIKLEJOHN's work left out in Shinsen bankoku chiri were precisely those intended by the author to make his book better than existing textbooks that merely listed the elements of geography and to make the subject easier to learn. By omitting this material, it would seem, the Japanese version sacrificed much of the educational effectiveness of the original. known that by 1897, Shinsen Nikon chiri had gone through fourteen editions (Shinsen ban koku chiri, 11th edition, ninth page of adver tisements following colophon page). Shinsen bankoku chiri was in the process of being authorized by the Ministry of Education at that point. MEIKLEJOHN'S comparative method was em phasized and applied in Shinsen Nikon chin. The authors write: "In this book, the compara tive method has been used whenever there is some matter involving a relation to other countries, and great care is taken in the selec tion, writing, and treatment, in order to clarify the relationship" (YAMAKAMI and HAMADA, 1893a Prefatory Remarks, p. 1).15) Through the publication of Shinsen bankoku chiri, a large part of MEIKLEJOHN'S A new geo graphy was read by middle school students and specialists in geography, and MEIKLEJOHN's name was probably well-known among them . His comparative method was applied in Shinsen Nihon chiri, which made it different from existing texts on Japanese geography and gave it a wide readership, thus assisting the spread and growth of the comparative method in Japan.
MAKIGUCHI Tsunesaburo
Another geographer who became interested in MEIKLEJOHN's A new geography was MAKIGUCHI Tsunesaburo, founder of the Buddhist society Soka Gakkai. In his Jinsei chirigaku (The geography of human life), 1903, he touched upon the English work, translating the title as Hikakuteki shin chiyigaku (New comparative geography) just as did SHIGA Shigetaka. SHIGA had gone over MAKIGUCHI'S manuscript for Jinsei chiyigaku and written the preface for its fi rst publication. This was to become one of the most important works in the history of modern Japanese geography, and in recent years, as interest in the field of geography, and especially the history of geography in Japan , has increased, it has drawn renewed interest.16) Vol. 4, Oct. 20, 1975 (226 pp.); and Vol. 5, Jan. 20, 1980 (312 pp.) . The fifth edition of Jinsei chiyigaku was used for volumes one through four , and the eight edition for volume five. This work was widely read soon after its pub lication, especially by teachers and students of middle schools, and candidates for the Ministry of Education examination (bunken)17) for licensing to teach geography in the middle school system. Reproduced in recent years, it is enjoying a wider readership today .
MAKIGUCHI included A new geography in the list of references used in writing Jinsei chiyi gaku. With regard to his use of reference works, MAKIGUCHI wrote:
Listing major reference works at the end of each section may seem to suggest that I am insufficiently informed on the subject, which would be an embarrassment, but I believe such references should be noted as a token of my debt to those-including my students-who both directly and indirectly, helped me in various ways in observing the environment (MAKIGUCHI, 1903, explanatory notes, p. 6) . A new geography was listed in five sections (some passages translated and cited). My investigation has shown that with one excep tion, MAKIGUCHI apparently checked the original when listing MEIKLEHJOHN's book as a reference. Thus MAKIGUCHI, like SHIGA, YAMAKAMI, and HAMADA, contributed to the introduction of MEIKLEJOHN's writing and the spread of his ideas in Japan through his Jinsei chirigaku. Around 1887, the study of geography from the Western viewpoint began at the Imperial University of Japan (in Tokyo), but it was not until much later that geography began to be taught as a specialized course. In 1907, the department of historical science and geography was established in the College of Literature, Kyoto Imperial University, and in 1911 the department of geography was set up in the College of Science, Tokyo Imperial Uni versity.
Thus the institutional establishment of geography as an academic discipline came rather late in Japan. The process by which geography became a part of Japanese academia deserves further study.
2) This information was found in a book review in
The Japan Mail mentioning the fifth edition of Chirigahu kogi. This review was reproduced in the eleventh and other works of SHIGA. 9) See note 10 below. This examination , which belonged to the category of "public examina tions," began to be conducted in the latter half of nineteenth century England together with "civil servic e examinations." The public ex amination system was a prominent feature in the history of nineteenth century education in Britain.
Let me outline the significance of the system, chiefly relying on the work of J . ROACH (1971) .
In Britain up to the eighteenth century , em ployment in administrative offices of the civil service was sought through connections with a person of influence in the government. There were no qualifying examinations.
In other words, civil service employment was determined by "sponsored mobility."
Nevertheless , it was recognized in the early Victorian era how harmful it was not to hire talented persons simply be cause they had no highly placed connections , and demand began to grow for open competition to these posts (a concept derived from the Oxford and Cambridge honours examinations) . This movement began in the fields of education and administration around 1850. In education , the Oxford Local Examination was set up in 1857 and the Cambridge Local Examination in 1858 . Both were based on open competition , and a certificate was issued to those who passed the test which was valid throughout the country . In both cases the first examinations were held in 1858.
For about forty years thereafter, the state supported local examinations system was the only system applicable to secondary school education.
One of the subjects of the local ex aminations was geography , and A new geography was an important reference for those preparing for the exams.
ROACH explains what the ex aminations were like, describing the early years of the Oxford Local Examination:
The examination of 1858 was held at eleven centres-Oxford, Bath, Bedford, Birmingham , London, Cheltenham, Exeter, Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester, Southampton.
Of the 750 junior candidates 280 obtained certificates, of the 401 senior 150 were successful. The balance of sub jects taken is interesting because it gives a useful guide to the studies of the schools ex amined. Among the seniors, as might have been expected, a large number took history (357) and geography (228) [ROACH (1971) With these exceptions the remaining posts which were open to competition were organized into two schemes of examination . Scheme I corresponded to the examination for the Indian Civil Service.
The age limits were from eighteen to twenty-four and it was planned to appoint highly educated candidates.
The mark scheme was in fact very similar to the Indian Civil Service scheme worked out by MACAULAY's committee , though more weight was given to mathematics and to natural sciences, and both political economy and jurisprudence were included.
Scheme II cov ered the entry of clerks at a lower level . The age limits were from sixteen to twenty , and the examination covered handwriting , ortho graphy, arithmetics, copying MSS, indexing or docketing, digesting returns into summaries , English composition , geography, English his tory and book-keeping [ROACH (1971) The first volume of Chishitsu Yoho, No. 1 (1895), in which the first paper listed above appeared, also contained a paper by a German advisor hired by the Japanese government named Max FESSCA . The fact that YAMAKAMI's report was included with authoritative writings such as this suggests that his work was respected at the time. YAMAKAMI has been described so often as a writer of school books that his academic achievements and writings such as those listed above have been all but forgotten. Due atten tion deserves to be given to these studies as well, seeking his proper place in the history of Japa nese geography through an understanding of his geographical thought.
Reports of my own studies of YAMAKAMI Manjiro and HAMADA Shunzaburo will be forth coming in the near future.
13) The results of a study of MAEHASHI Takayoshi (1863-?) undertaken by this author will be published shortly. 14) There are two types of order in which regions were treated in school textbooks on world geo graphy during the Meiji period During the Showa period (1926-) , there was little change in the membership of the examina tion committee, and most of the books studied by candidates came to be those written by the members of the committee.
As NAKAGAWA has pointed out, the publishing companies may have been active behind the scenes (NAKAGAWA Koichi, "Change in the Bunken Committee Membership and Academic Geography," a speech given at a meeting held at the Inter-University Seminar House in Hachioji, Tokyo, on September 24, 1983 on "The Structure of the Shifting Process of Paradigm in Geographical Thought," Project number 57380020, TAKEUCHI Keiichi, Project Leader, Ministry of Education 1982 Scientific Research Grant, Category: General A).
Through bibliographical writings and accounts of students who actually took the examination, I found that the books recommended most wide ly before the membership of the committee ceased to change-for example, by SOME ( 
